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Abstract—Common randomness is an important resource in
many areas such as game theory and cryptography. We dis-
cuss the general problem of common randomness amplification
between two distrustful parties connected by a communication
channel and sharing some initial randomness. In this setting, both
parties wish to agree on a common value distributed according
to a target distribution by using their initial amount of common
randomness and exchanging messages. Our results show that no
protocol which is secure in a composable sense can significantly
amplify the entropy initially shared by the parties.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Randomness as a Resource

Playing any probabilistic game over the Internet requires
some randomness shared among the players. This common
randomness is necessary to emulate what could have had
happened if the players were physically present: shuffle cards,
throw a dice, etc. The common randomness used does not
need to be secret, but it is crucial for fairness that it cannot
be influenced by any party.

We see common randomness as a resource, which we model
as a system with an interface to every party in consideration.
Ideal resources (such as common randomness) are generally
not available as a system in the physical world, but they
must be constructed by cryptographic means using available
resources (such as a communication channel). Constructive
cryptography introduced in [1] (see also [2]), is a new ap-
proach to cryptography in which cryptographic protocols are
seen as constructions of resources from other resources. The
definition of the term construction depends on the setting,
i.e., on who can potentially be dishonest and whether the
security should be information-theoretic or computational. A
composition theorem of constructive cryptography guarantees
that constructive steps compose.

In this paper, we focus on the general problem of common
randomness amplification between two distrustful parties in
the information-theoretic case. That is, two distrustful parties
having access to an ideal communication channel and knowing
an initial common random value, wish to agree on a new
common random value which has higher entropy than what
they initially shared.

B. Related Work

Blum in [3] gave the first coin tossing protocol under
the assumption that one-way functions exist. Under the same

assumption, Lindell presented in [4] a constant-round protocol
for securely tossing polynomially many coins in parallel. The
security of both protocols is stated in a stand-alone security
model (the so-called “malicious model” described in [5])
where only sequential composition is guaranteed. Maintaining
security under parallel composition requires a stricter notion
of security, such as in the Universal Composability (UC) [6]
or in the Abstract Cryptography [2] framework.

In [7], the authors studied the problem of extending given
coin tosses. For a composable security notion, they showed
that the possibility of such a task in the computational case
depends on the amount of initial given coin tosses. In the
information-theoretic case, they showed that there was no
efficient protocol which could extend a coin toss and be secure
in a composable sense.

C. Contributions and Outline

We introduce and study the general problem of common
randomness amplification for two distrustful parties in the
information-theoretic case. Our results use the concept of
secure construction defined in [1], [2], which will be briefly
restated in Section II-B. We define the resources used through-
out the paper in Section II-C. The security definition for
amplifying common randomness is stated in Section III. In
Section III-A, we show that if one wishes to securely construct
a source of common randomness, then communication has
limited utility. This observation will lay the ground for our
impossibility result in Section III-B.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation

We denote sets by calligraphic letters or capital greek letters
(e.g., X , Σ). For any integer n ∈ N, let [n] := {1, . . . , n}.
Throughout this paper, we consider only discrete random
variables. A discrete random variable will be denoted by an
upper-case letter X , its range by the corresponding calligraphic
letter X , and a realization of the random variable X will be
denoted by the corresponding lower-case letter x. A tuple of n
random variables (X1, . . . , Xn) will be denoted by Xn. The
probability distribution of a random variable X will be denoted
as PX . For two probability distributions PX and QX , their
statistical distance is denoted by d (PX ,QX) and is defined
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as follows

d (PX ,QX) :=
1

2

∑
x∈X
|PX (x)− QX (x)| .

Auxiliary lemmas about the statistical distance are postponed
to the Appendix.

We will use standard information-theoretic notations such as
in [8]. A superscript will be added when the probability distri-
bution needs to be made explicit, for example IR(Y ;Z | X)
will denote the mutual information between Y and Z given
X , where the random variables considered are distributed
according to the joint distribution RXY Z . The binary entropy
function will be denoted by h(·), where

h(x) := −x log2 x− (1− x) log2(1− x), ∀x ∈ [0, 1].

The data-processing inequality, as well as Fano’s inequality
will be used, and we refer to [8, Th 2.8.1, Th 2.10.1] for their
statements. As a shorthand, we define the following function
F : [0, 1] × N \ {0} → [0,∞]; F (ε, c) := h(ε) + ε log2 c.
Observe that F (·, c) is a non-decreasing function over [0, 12 ],
for any c ∈ N \ {0}.

B. Constructive Cryptography

We use the concept of abstract systems [2], [1] to formulate
our results, and partly follow the concise exposition of [9]. At
the highest level of abstraction, a system is an object with
interfaces via which it interacts with other systems. Every
two systems can be composed by connecting one interface
of each system, and the resulting object is again a system.
Also, we assume that every two different systems are mutually
independent.

We consider three distinct types of systems: resources, con-
verters, and distinguishers. Resources are denoted by upper-
case boldface letters such as R and S. In this paper, we always
consider resources with two interfaces, the left interface will be
referred to as Alice’s, while the right interface will be referred
to as Bob’s. In our scenario, either Alice or Bob could be
dishonest, and the case where both are dishonest does not need
to be considered. Resources R and S could also be used in
parallel, and the resulting resource, denoted R‖S, is again a 2-
interface resource, where each of the interfaces of R‖S allows
access to the corresponding interface of both subsystems R
and S.

Converters are systems having one inside and one outside
interface, and are denoted by lower-case greek letters, such
as α, β, σ. The set of all converters will be denoted by Σ. A
converter α can be attached to a resource R by connecting the
inside interface of α to one of the two interfaces of R. For
example, if α is attached to the left interface of R, then the
resulting resource is denoted by αR, and is again a 2-interface
system whose left interface is now the outside interface of α.
Similarly, attaching the converter β to the right interface of R
is denoted by Rβ.

A distinguisher D is a system that connects to all inter-
faces of a resource R and outputs at a separate interface
a single bit denoted B. The complete interaction between

D and R defines a random experiment, and the proba-
bility that D outputs 1 in this random experiment is de-
noted by PDR(B = 1). The distinguishing advantage of
D in distinguishing the system R from S is defined as
∆D(R,S) :=

∣∣PDR(B = 1)− PDS(B = 1)
∣∣. The set of all

distinguishers is denoted by D, and we define ∆D(R,S) :=
supD∈D∆D(R,S). Note that ∆D defines a pseudo-metric,
and for convenience we will use the following notation,
R ≈ε S :⇔ ∆D(R,S) ≤ ε, where ε ∈ [0, 1].

A protocol, in our case a pair of converters, is used to con-
struct a specific ideal resource from available real resources,
where the meaning of “construct” is now made precise.

Definition 1. A two-party protocol π = (α, β) ∈ Σ2, where
only one party could be dishonest, securely constructs a
resource S from a resource R within ε, denoted R

(π,ε)−−−→ S,
if and only if

αRβ ≈ε S, (1)
∃σ ∈ Σ : αR ≈ε Sσ, (2)
∃τ ∈ Σ : Rβ ≈ε τS. (3)

Note that as a specific instantiation of abstract cryptography,
[2, Th. 2] ensures us that our security definition is generally
composable. That is, a protocol which is secure according to
Definition 1 will remain secure under arbitrary sequential or
parallel composition.

C. Resources Considered

We will consider two different resources of randomness: a
symmetric source of randomness depicted in Figure 1, and a
correlated source of randomness depicted in Figure 2.

Definition 2. A symmetric source of randomness for the
distribution PX , denoted by [PX ]2, is a 2-interface resource
which outputs at both left and right interfaces the same random
variable X distributed according to PX .

[PX ]2
X X

Figure 1: The symmetric source of randomness [PX ]2.

Definition 3. A correlated source of randomness for the joint
distribution PY Z , denoted by [PY Z ], is a 2-interface resource
which outputs Y at the left interface and Z at the right
interface, where the pair (Y,Z) is distributed according to
PY Z .

[PY Z ]
Y Z

Figure 2: The correlated source of randomness [PY Z ].

Note that the resources defined above are different from
usual common randomness functionalities found in the litera-
ture, such as the coin-tossing functionality defined in [7], or
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the common random string functionality defined in [6]. Simply
put, these functionalities add more constraints for the parties
as to when or how they should receive their output from the
resource.

The following lemma gives a trivial lower bound on the
distinguishing advantage between a symmetric and a correlated
source of randomness.

Lemma 1. For any distributions PY Z and PW ,

∆D ([PY Z ] , [PW ]2) ≥ P (Y 6= Z) .

Proof: Consider the distinguisher D which outputs 1 if
and only if the two random variables received are not equal.
Then,

∆D ([PY Z ] , [PW ]2) ≥ ∆D ([PY Z ] , [PW ]2) = P (Y 6= Z) .

We will also make use of a perfect communication channel,
which simply forwards messages.

Definition 4. A bi-directional communication channel, de-
noted ↔, is a 2-interface resource which forwards every
input at the left (respectively, right) interface to the right
(respectively, left) interface.

III. COMMON RANDOMNESS AMPLIFICATION

We are interested in the 2-party problem, called common
randomness amplification, consisting of agreeing on a com-
mon random W distributed according to PW , given solely an
ideal communication channel and some common random X
distributed according to PX . The term amplification refers to
the fact that we require the Shannon entropy H (W ) to be
greater than H (X), the entropy initially shared among both
parties.

Definition 5. A two-party protocol π = (α, β) ∈ Σ2 is said
to securely amplify common randomness within ε if

(↔ ‖ [PX ]2)
(π,ε)−−−→ [PW ]2 and H (W ) > H (X) .

A. Constructing a Symmetric Source of Randomness

For the remainder of the paper, let π = (α, β) ∈ Σ2 be a

protocol such that
(
↔ ‖ [PX ]2

) (π,ε)−−−→ [PW ]2 for some ε ∈
[0, 12 ]. Definition 1 implies that

α (↔ ‖ [PX ]2)β ≈ε [PW ]2 , (4)
∃σ ∈ Σ : α (↔ ‖ [PX ]2) ≈ε [PW ]2 σ, (5)
∃τ ∈ Σ : (↔ ‖ [PX ]2)β ≈ε τ [PW ]2 . (6)

The system α
(
↔ ‖ [PX ]2

)
β is depicted in Figure 3. With-

out loss of generality, we will assume the protocol (α, β) to
send an even number of messages Mn, Mi ∈ M, where
messages with odd indices are sent by Alice, and messages
with even indices are sent by Bob. The output of the protocol
(α, β) will be denoted by (Y,Z), where both random variables
are assumed to be over W . The joint distribution defined by
this random experiment is denoted by RXMnY Z .

We now state some implications from the security definition.

[PX ]2

...

X X

M1

M2

Mn−1

Mn

α βY Z

Figure 3: The protocol (α, β) receives the same random X
and outputs (Y,Z) after having exchanged n messages Mn.
The random variables involved in this random experiment are
distributed according to RXMnY Z .

a) Implications of the correctness condition (4): Note
that (4) and Lemma 1 imply the probability that Y is
different from Z in the random experiment defined by
RXMnY Z is upper-bounded by ε , which with Fano’s inequal-
ity gives HR (Y | Z) ≤ F (ε, |W|). Moreover, the distribution
RXMnY Z is such that Y and Z are conditionally independent
given (X,Mn). Applying the data-processing inequality gives
IR(Y ;XMn) ≥ IR(Y ;Z), and thus

HR (Y | XMn) ≤ HR (Y | Z) ≤ F (ε, |W|). (7)

b) Implications of the simulatability condition (5): We
now consider a specific distinguisher trying to distinguish
α
(
↔ ‖ [PX ]2

)
from [PW ]2 σ as follows. It emulates inter-

nally1 β at the right interface of the connected system. Such
a distinguisher is shown in Figure 4. When connected to
α
(
↔ ‖ [PX ]2

)
(see Figure 4a), such a distinguisher would

see the random variables X,Mn, Y, Z distributed according
to RXMnY Z ; whereas when connected to [PW ]2 σ (see Figure
4b) such a distinguisher would see the random variables
X,Mn,W,Z distributed according to some different joint
distribution, say SXMnWZ . The maximum distinguishing ad-
vantage of such a distinguisher is d(RXMnY Z ,SXMnWZ), and
(5) ensures that

d(RXMnY Z ,SXMnWZ) ≤ ε. (8)

Note that in the random experiment defined by the joint
distribution SXMnWZ , messages with even indices are actually
sent by the (emulated) protocol β, and the random variable Z
is also computed and output by β. Thus,

SMi|XMi−1W = RMi|XMi−1 , for even i ∈ [n] ;

SZ|XMnW = RZ|XMn .
(9)

Consequently the distribution SXMnWZ is such that W and
Mi are conditionally independent given (X,M i−1), for an
even i, or in other words,

IS(W ;Mi | XM i−1) = 0, for even i ∈ [n] . (10)

1Formally this assumes some closure properties on the distinguisher class
D stated in [2, Def. 16].
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[PX ]2

...

X X

M1

Mn

αY β Z

D

(a) Real World. The distinguisher D emulates internally the
protocol β at the right interface of α

(
↔ ‖ [PX ]2

)
. The distin-

guisher D sees the random variables X,Mn, Y, Z distributed
according to RXMnY Z .

...

X

M1

Mn

σ β Z

D

[PW ]2
WW

(b) Ideal World. The distinguisher D emulates internally the
protocol β at the right interface of [PW ]2 σ. The distinguisher D
sees the random variables X,Mn,W,Z distributed according
to SXMnWZ .

Figure 4: A distinguisher could emulate internally the protocol β in order to distinguish α
(
↔ ‖ [PX ]2

)
from [PW ]2 σ.

c) Implications of the simulatability condition (6): Sim-
ilarly, we consider a specific distinguisher which emulates
internally the protocol α at the left interface of the connected
system in order to distinguish

(
↔ ‖ [PX ]2

)
β from τ [PW ]2.

This setting is completely symmetric to the one in the pre-
vious paragraph, except when connected to τ [PW ]2 such a
distinguisher would see the random variables X,Mn, Y,W
distributed according to some joint distribution denoted by
TXMnYW . Thus,

d(TXMnYW ,RXMnY Z) ≤ ε, (11)
TMi|XMi−1W = RMi|XMi−1 , for odd i ∈ [n] ;

TY |XMnW = RY |XMn ,
(12)

IT(W ;Mi | XM i−1) = 0, for odd i ∈ [n] . (13)

B. Impossibility of Common Randomness Amplification
We now prove that there is no information-theoretically

secure protocol which amplifies common randomness. The
main idea is that any secure construction of the type(
↔ ‖ [PX ]2

) (π,ε)−−−→ [PW ]2 requires H (W ) to be bounded by
H (X) (plus some function of ε). For the sake of clarity, we
first proceed to the perfect case (ε = 0) in Theorem 1 and
then deal with the general case in Theorem 2.

Theorem 1. There is no protocol which perfectly amplifies
common randomness, i.e.,

(↔ ‖ [PX ]2)
(π,0)−−−→ [PW ]2 =⇒ H (W ) ≤ H (X) .

Proof: Equations (8) and (11) imply for ε = 0 that

RXMnY Z = SXMnWZ = TXMnYW .

Thus, any information-theoretic measure involving these dis-
tributions are the same, and (7) implies HR (Y | XMn) = 0
for ε = 0. Since H (W ) = HR (Y ), we have

H (W ) ≤ HR (X) +HR (Y | X)

= H (X) + IR(Y ;Mn | X)

= H (X) +
∑
i∈[n]

IS(W ;Mi | XM i−1).

The proof is finished upon noticing that (10) and (13),
together with the fact that SXMnWZ = TXMnYW , imply

IS(W ;Mi | XM i−1) = 0, for all i ∈ [n] .

Theorem 2. There is no statistically secure protocol with n
messages which significantly amplifies common randomness,
i.e., for any ε ∈

[
0, 1

4(n+1)

]
,

(↔ ‖ [PX ]2)
(π,ε)−−−→ [PW ]2 =⇒ H (W ) ≤ H (X) + f(ε),

where f(ε) := 3(h (2ε)+2ε log2 |W|)+h (2(n+ 1)ε)+2(n+
1)ε log2 |W|.

Proof: Consider a mixture M of distributions between T
and S defined as follows

MXMnYW :=

TXW ·
∏
i∈[n],
i odd

TMi|XMi−1W ·
∏
i∈[n],
i even

SMi|XMi−1W ·TY |XMnW .

In the following, M (Y 6= W ) denotes the probability that
Y is different from W in the random experiment defined by
the joint distribution MXMnYW .

d) Upper-bound of M(Y 6= W ): Note that (4), (5), and
(6) imply that

ατ [PW ]2 ≈ε α (↔ ‖ [PX ]2)β ≈ε [PW ]2 ,

and, consequently, d (TYW ,PWW ) ≤ 2ε.
The triangle inequality, (8), and (11) imply that

d(TXMnYW ,SXMnWZ) ≤ 2ε. We now show that the
distribution MXMnYW is statistically close to TXMnYW , as
follows. We can see the distribution MXMnYW as a mixture
between the distributions TXMnYW and SXMnWZ involving
n + 1 random variables (X,W,M1),M2, . . . ,Mn, Y . Then
applying Lemma A.3 and using the fact that n is assumed to
be even, we have

d(TXMnYW ,MXMnYW ) ≤ n · d(TXMnYW ,SXMnWZ)

≤ 2nε.
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Thus, the last equation and d (TYW ,PWW ) ≤ 2ε give us

M (Y 6= W ) = d(MYW ,PWW )

≤ d(MYW ,TYW ) + d(TYW ,PWW )

(a)

≤ d(MXMnYW ,TXMnYW ) + d(TYW ,PWW )

≤ 2(n+ 1)ε, (14)

where (a) follows from Lemma A.1.
e) Upper-bound of HM (W | X): By construction of the

distribution M and (10), (13) , we have

IM(W ;Mi | XM i−1) = 0, for all i ∈ [n] ,

which implies that IM(W ;Mn | X) = 0. Thus,

HM (W | X) = HM (W | XMn)

≤ HM (WY | XMn)

= HM (Y | XMn) +HM (W | XMnY )

≤ HM (Y | XMn) +HM (W | Y ) , (15)

where the last inequality follows from the fact that condition-
ing reduces entropy.

We now upper bound HM (Y | XMn). First, note that
MY |XMnW = TY |XMnW = RY |XMn , which implies
HM (Y | X = x,Mn = mn) = HR (Y | X = x,Mn = mn).
Second, the distribution M is such that MMn|X = RMn|X and
Lemma A.2 implies d (RXMn ,MXMn) = d (RX ,MX). Since
MX = TX , by Lemma A.2 and (11), we have

d (MX ,RX) ≤ d (TXMnYW ,RXMnY Z) ≤ ε. (16)

Thus, HM (Y | XMn) and HR (Y | XMn) are the average
of the same function under two probability distributions which
are ε-close. This implies using the triangle inequality,∣∣HM (Y | XMn)−HR (Y | XMn)

∣∣ ≤ 2ε log2 |W| ,

which combined with (7) give,

HM (Y | XMn) ≤ F (ε, |W|) + 2ε log2 |W| .

Looking back at (15), we also need to upper bound
HM (W | Y ), which can be done using Fano’s inequality and
(14) to obtain

HM (W | X) ≤ F (ε, |W|) + 2ε log2 |W|+ F (2(n+ 1)ε, |W|)
≤ 2F (2ε, |W|) + F (2(n+ 1)ε, |W|), (17)

where we used the fact that F (·, |W|) is a non-decreasing
function on [0, 12 ], and by assumption 2(n+ 1)ε ≤ 1

2 .
f) Upper-bound of H (W ): Note that (16) and Theorem

A.1 imply that

HM (X) ≤ HR (X) + F (2ε, |W|).

The last equation and (17) finish the proof as follows,

HM (W ) ≤ HM (X) +HM (W | X)

≤ HR (X) + 3F (2ε, |W|) + F (2(n+ 1)ε, |W|).

APPENDIX

Theorem A.1. [8, Th. 17.3.3] Let X and Y be two discrete
random variables over X distributed according to PX and
PY , respectively, and such that d(PX ,PY ) ≤ 1

4 . Then,

|H (X)−H (Y )| ≤ −2d(PX ,PY ) log2

2d(PX ,PY )

|X |
.

Lemma A.1. For any joint probability distributions PXY and
QXY ,

d (PXY ,QXY ) ≥ max {d (PX ,QX) ; d (PY ,QY )} .
Lemma A.2. For any distribution PX and QX , and any
conditional distribution PY |X ,

d(PX ,QX) = d(PX · PY |X ,QX · PY |X).

Lemma A.3. Let PXn and QXn be two joint distributions.
Consider a joint distribution MXn , which is a mixture between
PXn and QXn ,

MXi|Xi−1 := PXi|Xi−1 , for odd i ∈ [n] ,

MXi|Xi−1 := QXi|Xi−1 , for even i ∈ [n] .

Then,
d (PXn ,MXn) ≤ 2

⌊n
2

⌋
d (PXn ,QXn) .

Proof: Due to space constraints, we only provide a proof
sketch. When n is odd, Lemma A.2 implies d (PXn ,MXn) =
d(PXn−1 ,MXn−1). When n is even, one can show us-
ing the triangle inequality, Lemmas A.2 and A.1, that
d (PXn ,MXn) ≤ 2d(PXn ,QXn) + d(PXn−1 ,MXn−1).

Note that MXn can be rewritten as follows, MXi|Xi−1 =

f(i) · PXi|Xi−1 + (1− f(i)) · QXi|Xi−1 , where i ∈ [n],
and f(i) := i (mod 2). Thus, using the convexity of the
statistical distance d (PXn ,MXn) ≤ d(PXn−1 ,MXn−1) +
2(1− f(n))d(PXn ,QXn). Since d

(
PX1

,MX1

)
= 0, the final

result is obtained by induction and Lemma A.1.
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